Mission

Our mission is to apply our expertise, capabilities, and technology to solve unmet customer needs. The Polymer Innovation Center is also a training and technology development center, helping our engineers to develop new products and manufacturing processes to better serve our customers worldwide.
Parker is the World Leader in Motion and Control. As the global leader in fluid connectors, Parker established the Parflex Innovation Center as the solutions resource for polymer science, materials and processing. This investment was made to serve our customers, current and future.
Get Connected

The Polymer Innovation Center has the expertise to create innovative solutions and manage projects from concept to high volume production.

Our breadth of material coverage is second to none. If your application requires either fluoropolymer, engineered polymers, elastomers or thermosets, then Parflex is the right choice.

Functional capabilities include polymer chemistry, product design, material processing and manufacturing. We are also highly connected within Ohio’s Polymer Valley and our supplier network is the best in the industry.

Challenge Parflex with your fluid connector needs.

Capabilities and Process

World class capabilities and facilities are ready to solve your problem. We have dedicated meeting and work space, video conferencing, and state of the art design and test equipment. The design lab has extensive material analysis capabilities, dedicated prototype and test equipment.

We can design, build, and test your connector solution. Once the solution is developed and validated, the Parflex team can manage the transition from prototype to production.

Polymer Innovation Center was funded and supported by Parker Hannifin Corporation, Ohio Department of Development and Ohio Third Frontier.

www.parker.com/parflex
Parflex can solve numerous applications requirements involving extreme temperature, length, size, durability, chemical resistance and performance.

We extend an open invitation to all customers. If you have a connector need, come visit us or give us a call. We have excellent meeting facilities, our location is easy to access and our team will help facilitate your logistics.

Call Parflex today with your Challenge.

Challenge Parflex with your fluid connector needs.

330 296 2871

www.parker.com/parflex